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SCREEN LIFT 750 ELECTRIC WALL MOUNT
Height adjustable wall mounted screens provide the end user with excellent flexibility especially when using touch

screen technology. Perfect for collaborative learning, presentations and digital signage, the height adjustment allows
the screen to be positioned in just the right place, every time. When used, the white bracket set compliments light
coloured walls for a discreet installation.

Like all Loxit products the wall mounted stand features ‘smart design’ - with universal screen mount brackets for VESA

mount sizes up to 800mm wide and up to 440mm high as standard and with 120kg max screen weight on the Screenlift
750, virtually all makes and models of screen can be mounted to the same lift. Plus, our ‘Easy Install Kit’ ensures

a simple, fast and accurate installation every time. The standard 40mm deep wall brackets may be swapped for the
optional 100mm brackets to offset the lift from the wall to accommodate existing wall features such as dado rails
and electrical trunking.

With a large range of accessories including wall mounted laptop shelves, speaker shelves, extension legs, power
management, Mac Mini and Apple TV clamps, the Screen Lift 750 Electric Wall Mount provides an extremely
flexible solution.

12 month warranty - a comprehensive return
to base warranty applies to all our screen lifts.

Power up - 4 way power bar may be
installed inside the motor body ensuring
only one cable is required to operate
the installation.

750mm height adjustment - huge
height flexibility means all users are able
to access the screen.

Go configure - user configurable maximum
and minimum heights on the Screen Lift 750 may
be set to allow the safest operation possible.

Clean lines - simple, space saving design
leaves clear access under the screen.

Neat and tidy - cabling is hidden behind the frame. The frame itself is powder coated to deliver
a neat and tidy solution.

Easy install - each Screenlift 750 comes with it’s own self-jigging Easy Install Kit to ensure
a perfect installation in the fastest possible time.

CONFIGURATION
Hi-Lo SCREEN LIFT 750
ELECTRIC WALL MOUNT
CODE 8961 - White

Easy install - each Screenlift 750 comes
with it’s own self-jigging Easy Install Kit to
ensure a perfect installation in the fastest
possible time

Smart design - the Screenlift 750 optional
extra deep 100mm wall brackets may
be specified where dado rails or electrical
trunking are present and need to be
avoided.

Additional safety - an optional Anti-Crush
bar may discreetly mounted to the
underside of the screen. As the screen
is lowered if it touches an object, the
anti-crush device kicks in. The lift stops
instantly, reverses its motor, raising
the screen by 30mm and cuts the power.

Solid performance - ideal for rooms with
a fixed point of display for the screen
where the wall is constructed from brick
or block suitable to fix in to.

Simple to install - excellent fixing positions
for all types of wall. Where the lift may
not be fixed to a wall, extension legs are
available to transfer the load to the floor.

